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Digital Watch Showcase. free.Record Number of Donations to GOP Groups Small donors and political organizations allied with the Republican Party have

raised more than $95 million in the 2016 election, according to a new FEC report. That’s the most ever raised by GOP groups and far surpasses contributions
by the Democratic Party. The numbers of donations are especially striking when considered that the Republican National Committee raised a total of $43

million, with Republican organizations raising another $31 million. That’s $74 million raised by all the organizations receiving the money, and while the RNC
has traditionally taken the lead in fundraising, new groups have joined the 2016 effort. Political spending is up in a busy election season. While only two

Republican and two Democratic presidential candidates are so far spending money, party outside groups are hard at work. Donations to the national party are
up dramatically. There’s also an increase in money spent by outside groups in states around the country. The major outside groups are all Republican, and

the vast majority of money they raised was spent to elect Republican candidates and oppose Democratic candidates. Some groups are raising big money with
big ambitions. Republican Majority PAC is planning a $30 million advertising campaign to elect Mitt Romney. And the Club for Growth is planning a $5 million

campaign to elect Republicans in the House. Whether it will be enough is a big question. Nearly two-thirds of small donors say they give to one or two
campaigns, whereas the idea of supporting a presidential candidate and one or two congressional candidates is very new. Support for groups that exist for a
single election is likely to fade unless the candidates have a clear policy direction and message that taps into voters’ concerns. Comments our editors find

particularly useful or relevant are displayed in Top Comments, as are comments by users with these badges:. Replies to those posts appear here, as well as
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